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With more free time these days, Jerry has put his saw to good use, and probably won't run out of firewood before spring.
(But really folks, this impressive pile is the result of a logging operation on the Plymsbury Road.) Photo by Sue Thomas.
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Rock climbing with Larry off of Notch Road in Mendon. Photos by Dave Coppock.
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This n’ That
►

TO RECEIVE SMOKE & BLAZES BY EMAIL, SEND REQUEST TO: vivianbebee@gmail.com

►

Killington Section Annual Meeting, by Wayne Krevetski, President
The Annual Meeting of the Killington Section of the Green Mountain Club will be held at 2 p.m. on Sunday, April
25, 2021. It will be held remotely on Zoom. Zoom invitations will be sent to anyone who requests them by
notifying myself, Wayne Krevetski, preferably via email at wkrevetski@hotmail.com or by telephone at 802-2822237. Additional information, such as the meeting agenda, will be included with the Zoom invitation when
available. The Information will also be available on the Killington Section website prior to the meeting. Please
stay tuned. Questions or concerns about this process can be addressed to me at the above contact info.

►

Retirement, by Vivian Bebee
It doesn’t seem possible, but by the end of 2021, I will have been editor of Smoke & Blazes for 11 years. It’s
time for me to retire. I had planned on 5 or 6 years. I will continue as editor for the remainder of 2021 unless
someone else comes forward to volunteer before then, in which case I’d like to retire sooner.

►

Hiker quotes from Governor Clement Shelter, contributed by Amy Peacock
B: The miles are passing too fast. I already miss the trail. I think that’s a good sign. 6/15/19
Wildcard: Sometimes you just gotta stop somewhere on the trail without a view to look around
and listen. 7/15/19
Green Bean: Time to see what Killington is all about. 8/7/19
Newt & Five Bucks: Five Bucks is helping me get into backpacking and it’s our first night! Worked my
body a lot, very tired, but support from good friends is the KEY to doing anything. Feeling jazzy to hit Killington
summit tomorrow! 8/11/19
Flipakey: Loved the owl last night. Nice to hear the wildlife! Friendly eclectic mix of hikers.
God is good. 9/21/19
E & BP: Arrived to roaring fire and good company. Such a cool shelter! 9/22/19
Myself & Whispers: Taking a quick rest before heading to Clarendon! Already have a blister.
YAY HIKING! 9/22/19
(No name): Born 74 years ago today. Spent 33rd birthday alone in a lean-to in Maine as a thru hiker
class of 1978. Here celebrating with my trail buddy that I met 41 years ago. Trail friendships can be lasting.
Enjoy every good and bad day on the AT. They are precious and will become even more memorable as the
years pass away. 9/25/19
Sparky Gonzalez: Spent a night alone by the fire in this stone hut. Felt like I’d gone back in time.
It was just what I was looking for but didn’t know it. 10/1/19
Entourage: High class living with a lovely fire and even warmer company. Will miss the trail when we
find the southern terminus next week. Love to the Long Trail. 10/3/19
GMC: GMC here to finish building the *new* *less stinky* *ADA accessible* out house! It’s ready.
Hit it with your best shot. 10/24/19

►

The Stick Across the Trail, contributed by Amy Peacock

I found this in the Leahy Library GMC archives. It was written by James P. Taylor in 1919.
“It’s just the same whether it’s the trunk of a tree or a branch of a tree or a twig from a tree,
across the trail. It’s a barricade, expressing hostility, swearing “They shall not pass!” or it’s a symbol, a
sign in friendly fashion spoken, saying “Stop!” “Turn aside!” “No gangway here!”
In every case it’s a lie, a winter-made, spring revealed, summer-spoiling lie. And now there are
scores of tree-trunk barricades that lie, and hundreds of tree-branch symbols that lie, and thousands of
tree-twig signs that lie. They lie! For the “Long Trail” is an invitation. It entices all the world to walk a
mountain-high, tree-embowered, free, open and easy path that begins where Vermont begins and ends
where Vermont ends.
And we, the people of Vermont who made, must every spring again complete, the Trail of
Welcome by removing the liars from the path. He who tosses out a twig speaks a word of welcome to
Vermont. He who throws out a branch speaks a sentence of welcome to Vermont. He who carries out
logs speaks volumes.
Unhappy and accursed is he who takes no part in this eloquence of greeting.
J. P. T.”
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Outing Reports
Since we still don’t have any official outings to report due to the pandemic, the following are articles and pictures
of what some of our members have been doing to pass the time:
Some Weirdest Landmark Names on Earth, by Isaac Jones
I don’t have a hiking article, but I thought these would be fun to share:
Accident, Maryland
Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwllllantysiliogogogoch, Wales
Pee Pee Township, Ohio
Middelfart, Denmark
Taumatawhakatangihangakoauauotamateaturipukakapikimaungahoronukupokaiwhenuakitanatahu, NZ
Monkey’s Eyebrow, Kentucky
Mooselookmeguntic, Maine
Batman, Turkey
Boring, Oregon
Christmas Pie, England
Disappointment Island, New Zealand
Dull, Scotland
George, Washington
Looneyville, Texas
Nowhere Else, Australia
Lost, Scotland
Unalaska, Alaska
China, Texas
Mt. Tabor to Wallingford Pond (maybe), by Barb and Barry Griffith
It was 4th of July weekend, 2020 and hotter than…. We decided to venture out and hike from Forest Road 10 in
Mount Tabor to the Wallingford Pond Parking lot on the Wallingford Pond Road. We’ve done this in the reverse, but it’s
all uphill and the time we hiked it, we had not spotted a vehicle in Mt. Tabor. So, we parked the trusty old truck on the
Wallingford end and drove to Mt. Tabor to hike “down.” Well, I should have known this day would not end as expected.
Part way to Mt. Tabor, I said, “Oh shoot! I forgot the maps.” To wit, Barry said we really didn’t need them. I know, I know
. . . you should have a map, water (plenty as it was a hot day), compass, bug spray, cell phone, etc. Well, we drove up
Forest Road 10, turning onto Forest Road 60. Part way up 60, I pulled onto the side by our trail head, an old snowmobile
trail. However, Barry says, no. This isn’t the trail. We need to go to the end of the road and park in the cu-l de- sac. I
was doubtful, but drove up another mile or so . . . notice I say UP. We parked the car. It just didn’t look right to me.
However, there was a trail.
Remember how I say we forgot our maps? I donned my backpack.... compass, water, bug repellant, cell phone
(no service) and food. Barry headed out with NO pack . . . figured we’d be at our destination soon enough. (Wrong).
The beginning was muddy and wet. No dodging the stream running down the trail. It appears there hadn’t been any
maintenance on the trail in years. But I figured it was a beautiful day (although hot) and we were out for a hike.
About two hours later we still were not descending. In fact, we kept climbing and I mentioned it didn’t seem as
though we were going in the right direction . We came upon a very large cellar hole in the middle of NOWHERE. I didn’t
remember it at all. Then we came upon some very, very, old signs that pointed to the left for Wallingford Pond. If we
were on the right trail, the Pond should have been to our right. Then we started descending. At this point I told Barry I
was going back the way we came. I didn’t want to end up in Belmont, well away from both the vehicles. By then Barry
got my compass out and could see we were heading East instead of North (oh no).
We made it back to the car about 4 hours after we had started. We were hot, muddy and tired, but Barry wanted
to visit a couple of Griffith Cemeteries while we were in “that neck of the town.” So, we did. We were OK until I missed
one cemetery and backed up, but put part of the car in a ditch (what good was that Subaru “back-up” camera?). We were
out in the middle of nowhere tilted at an odd angle. Well, several cars did drive by and stop to see if we were OK. We
must have been a sight in our muddy attire! As I was on a cell with AAA, a young man came by in a pick up and asked if
we wanted to be pulled out. He had all the chains needed to do so. By then we had a cheering squad of strangers (trying
to stay socially distanced). He pulled us out as slick as can be. Refused payment and was off in a jiffy! We are forever
thankful!
That’s my story and I’m sticking to it. Maybe in 2021 we can try again. And just maybe we’ll be able to do it with
hiking friends. This time we’ll bring the 2 maps we have. If at first you don’t succeed, try, try again!
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Ann Story Cave Marker on Bank of Otter Creek, by Barbara and Barry Griffith
The email came the eve of Friday, September 14th, from Crown Point Road compatriots. Would we be available
for a paddle on Otter Creek on the 15th to go in and clean up the area around the Ann Story Cave DAR monument and
clean the beautiful marble marker up? Well, we had put the kayaks away, but it sounded like an adventure we needed to
participate in. So, we dragged the kayaks out, put them on the truck, loaded in paddles and life vests. We were up early
as we were meeting at a fishing access on the Creek by Cornwall’s Cedar Swamp.
We rose to a crispy morning and had to scrape ice off the windshield. I started having doubts about this trip. We
donned shorts, sandals (our usual kayak attire), plus sweaters and I had my down parka over that . . . we were a dubious
sight!
When we arrived at our put in sight (by the Cedar Swamp Bridge), our fellow paddlers had long sleeves, coats,
tall mud boots and laughed at our attire. Off the armada floated. We were two kayaks, one canoe and one rowboat
leisurely moving along. Amazing to me, the water in the creek was warmer than the air. I’m glad I pulled a blanket out of
the truck at the last minute to cover my naked legs! Brrrr!!
Well, Rebecca and Jim had been in on a previous excursion with Bill Powers to locate this elusive monument so
they had an idea about where to find it. We had saws, weed whackers, clippers, K-2 cleaner (for cleaning marble monuments) and other necessary equipment. Getting out of our ships onto the bank was the biggest challenge. The bank was
steep and that slippery mud you find along the Creek. Three of the four managed to climb up with tools being passed up.
I chose to stay put and photograph the event. (I just couldn’t figure out how to crawl out and up (getting soft in my old age
I guess). See pictures below.
This monument marks the site of the Ann Story Cave. There was quite a dedication ceremony in 1914 with a
poem (written by Julia Dorr) about the site being read. One line of the prose reads: “she chose a spot where the vines
grew thick. . .” And indeed they did!! Ann hid in this cave with her family “and when there was danger nigh; to its shelter
and protection with her children she would fly” is another verse from Julia’s dedication poem.
When the area was cleared, the three maintenance workers slid down into their craft and our flotilla returned to
our vehicles. We all agreed it was a good day. Barry and I hope to take a KSGMC excursion into the area next year.

Tim’s Trail, West Haven, by Barb and Barry Griffith
On December 12, 2020, we were buried in snow in Shrewsbury and I was getting weary of traipsing the same
trails day after day. So, I suggested we go out to West Haven and the Galick homestead property and hike in on Tim’s
Trail. It had been a few years since we had done this. The day was sunny and there was NO snow out that way. For
those of you who don’t know, this trail was created in the memory of Tim Kuehn who died in an auto accident on his way
home from college during his Freshman year at Christmas time. Wouldn’t you know it . . . this was exactly 23 years
almost to the date. He had been a hockey player. Our daughter Molly was/is a hockey player, and we had crossed paths
at hockey events over the high school years. There was a pause as we absorbed this. There was a beautiful wreath
hung on the kiosk.
It was noontime. The trail is rated as moderate and being 2.6 miles, but it loops around another section now so I
believe more like 3+ miles. Onwards. We decided to attack this trail counter clockwise. We were soon reminded that we
were near the Old Champlain Sea the minute we got on the uphill slope. There was a stream running down the trail. It
was muddy, muddy, muddy with no place to detour around. And it was terribly slippery. And very uphill. Once again, I
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had my pack, water, compass, cell phone and snacks, a good pair of hiking boots (muddy as heck by now). Well, we
should have started sooner on this trip. With the conditions we made slow progress but kept on.
The reward at the top is spectacular, sweeping vistas of Lake Champlain and the Poultney River. We were
looking at South Bay. I knew we had quite a hike ahead of us in slow conditions, but there was no way out of this than to
hike it out. The daylight was dimming. The trail on the descent was also muddy and treacherous. I had forgotten how
rocky it is and leaves were covering the rocks making it even more difficult to navigate. Well, we made it out in dimming
daylight. I was happy I had checked my pack and found I had a headlamp!! Didn’t need it . . . at least we didn’t have to
tap dance around rattle snakes!
Genesis of the Late Jarvis Snodgrass Memorial Gazebo at Governor Clement Shelter, by Herb Ogden
My farther and I adopted Governor Clement Shelter in 1965, the year after I finished my LT End to End. Back
then, the GMC was trying to make sure all shelters had outhouses. Some had none and others merely had a log
suspended between a couple of trees. If an outhouse had a sign with a name, it was usually the same name. For
example, Sunrise Shelter would have had Sunrise Privy. But former GMC President, Ben Rolston, had a better idea. He
adopted Buffum Lodge, one of the GMC’s largest structures on the former LT north of Vt. 140 after it headed north from
Bear Mountain Road. He felt that such a grand structure deserved more than a mere “privy” as a sanitary companion. So
he put a sign on his new privy saying “Buffum Annex.” Well, we thought, while the shelter we’d adopted wasn’t a Lodge, it
was an impressive stone structure, it had a fireplace and spacious upper and lower bunks, and its official name was the
Governor Percival W. Clement Memorial Shelter. Surely a mere “privy” sign wouldn’t be appropriate there either. So my
father cruised around back roads in Shrewsbury looking for a suitable companion structure for our adopted shelter. In
Humble Hollow, he found a two-hole privy that was sliding down into the Cold River. He bought it from the old lady who
owned it for $5, or $2.50 per hole. He winched it onto our VW pickup truck, a considerable feat because the privy’s frame
was heavy hardwood. We then drove the pickup, which luckily had a very high clearance, up Clement Shelter Road, dug
a large hole and winched the privy onto it. My father repaired the clapboarding, added a little window, painted it white, put
in two nice toilet seats and added a fine routed sign “Lieut. Gov. Jarvis Snodgrass Memorial Gazebo, est. 1966.” It lasted
for about 40 years, until someone burned it down. Whoever torches an outhouse should suffer perpetual diarrhea in the
woods.
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Exploring with LIDAR, by Herb Ogden
LIDAR, which stands for Light Detection and Ranging, is a remote sensing method that uses light in the form of a
pulsed laser to measure ranges (variable distances) to the Earth. Most if not all of Vermont has been LIDAR-imaged.
At https://maps.vcgi.vermont.gov/LidarStatus/, you can see the various LIDAR coverages for Vermont. Rutland County
has been imaged to show height variations of as little as 70 cm. Because LIDAR sees through trees and shrubs, this
means that most old cellar holes and stone walls show up on LIDAR images. In my experience, anything that looks like a
square measuring more than 15’ on a side on a LIDAR image probably is an old cellar hole. About the only exception
would be a big square boulder, which could be confused with a cellar hole on a LIDAR image. Stone walls generally show
up as lines on a LIDAR image unless they are only a couple feet high. Present and past railroads show up very well on
LIDAR on account of cuts and embankments. Even abandoned roads and woodroads show up unless they are in fairly
flat places where the roadbed is less than 70 cm higher or lower than the surrounding terrain. One can look at a LIDAR
image of dense forest and pick out the site of a house and maybe a barn, some stone walls, and the long-abandoned road
that leads to them! Then, if one has a GPS, one can mark the LIDAR sites on a GPS map (being careful to compare the
scales) and bushwhack into the wild to find the remains of a farm that was abandoned two hundred years ago.
In Mt. Tabor, I’ve had fun with LIDAR finding homesites that show as being on dashed line roads in the 1869
Beers Atlas of Rutland County. They are shown by a ======, lack the length measurement (in rods) that the solid line
roads have, and often dead end at remote home sites described in the old Vermont saying “Why, those folks live so far
back in the woods, they have to keep their own tomcat.” (Tomcats will travel a mile or more to find a female in heat, but
they do have their limits, and settlers wanted kittens to keep the cat population up and the varmint population down.) I’ve
been told the dashed lines are roads that the Beers workers did not survey and instead merely showed in surmised
locations, perhaps based on what folks told the surveyors about their backwoods neighbors. Consequently, dashed line
roads and houses along them may not have been where Beers shows them. Northeast Mt. Tabor has a couple of great
examples of this. Scaling the Beers Atlas to the modern U.S.G.S. quadrangle, I had looked for a couple house sites
where Beers showed them, but found nothing. Looking at LIDAR, however, I found two square features very roughly
where Beers showed them. Bushwhacking north from Forest Road 60 to the squares LIDAR showed, I found two cellar
holes. The remains of big old trees that had grown in them showed they were very old. One cellar hole was in a very
pretty little basin (picture below). There was no sign of a road to it, probably because the brook through the basin had
washed out the road sometime after 1869. Unless I had bushwhacked back and forth across an area of something like a
square mile, I never would have found the old homesite without LIDAR.
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Cadwell Loop in Pittsford, photos by Sue Thomas

Who is that masked man . . . could it be Isaac?

Snow art by Claire.

Old Killington Section photos, contributed by Herb Ogden

Buffum Lodge with my father, Herbert G. Ogden, 1966.

Sunnyside Camp, now Minerva Hinchey Shelter, with me, 1966.

Clarendon Lodge, 1966.

Tucker Lodge, 1966.
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Rutland Country Club, photos by Sue Thomas

Brrrrrrr!

Viv & Larry enjoying the sun and snow.

Nice view of white-capped Pico in distance.

Larry liking his new skis.

What is that duck doing over there . . . why duck yoga, of course!
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Vivian Bebee, Editor
14 Belmont Avenue

Rutland, VT 05701

KILLINGTON SECTION

Your Invitation to Join

Killington Section, Green Mountain Club
The Killington Section, based in Rutland, VT, is a chapter of the statewide Green Mountain Club. Membership in the Section
includes membership in the Club. Members receive a membership card, the Club quarterly Long Trail News, and the Section
quarterly Smoke & Blazes including a schedule of outings, trail work parties, and social events. Members also receive reduced rates
on items from the Club bookstore and at most overnight sites served by caretakers. Membership dues help to maintain trails and
shelters in the Killington Section (Route 140 to Route 4) and the Long Trail system throughout Vermont.
ANNUAL DUES:

NAME: _____________________________________________

Individual ........................................................ $45
Family ............................................................. $60
Senior/Student/Friend .................................... $25
Contact us for information on life memberships
and categories for giving at a higher level.

ADDRESS: __________________________________________
___________________________________________________
PHONE: ____________________________________________
E-MAIL:_____________________________________________

I also enclose a contribution of $________ to the Kirk Trails and Shelters Fund supporting the Killington Section’s
maintenance and preservation of trails and shelters.
I would like information on volunteering for:
___trail work, ___shelter work, ___sign making, ___publications, ___leading outings, ___publicity, ___education
Make check payable to "GMC" and mail with this application to:
Green Mountain Club, 4711 Waterbury – Stowe Road,

Waterbury Center, VT 05677

